Holy Cross Is Moving Towards Diversity… Do You Want To Come?

The Diversity Task Force Will Lead You In The Right Direction.

Why should you be a part of Holy Cross’ move to diversity?

**Diversity enriches the educational experience.**
We learn from those whose experiences, beliefs, and perspectives are different from our own, and these lessons can be taught best in a richly diverse intellectual and social environment.

**It enhances America’s economic competitiveness.**
Sustaining the nation’s prosperity in the 21st century will require us to make effective use of talents and abilities of all our citizens, in work settings that bring together individuals from diverse backgrounds and cultures.

**Diversity applies specifically to Holy Cross.**
Holy Cross is an institution of higher learning and in order to thrive in America’s economically competitive environment we must attempt to recreate the diverse face of America as this is the world that we will encounter after graduation.

Look for further information in your mailbox on how you can be involved. In addition, please feel free to contact the members of the Diversity Task Force.

Jawad Ahsan – Student 2002
Bert Ashe- Assistant Professor
Rhonda Brown- Affirmative Action Officer
Christina Chen- Director of Academic Services
Sarah Dalton- Student 2002
Margaret Freije- Associate Professor of Mathematics/Assistant Dean
Nikia Kelly- Student 2003
Esther Levine- Assistant Dean
Ann McDermott- Director of Admissions
Mary E. Morton- Associate Dean
Mary Ni- Director of Multicultural Education
Jaqueline Peterson- Dean of Students
Joseph Reilly- Chair Bishop Healy Multicultural Society
Frank Vellaccio- Provost
Chick Weiss- Associate Professor of Psychology